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Influence of packing on the vibrational properties of infinite and finite bundles
of carbon nanotubes
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The quantitative analysis of the vibrational properties of carbon nanotubes is a key issue for the interpreta-
tion of Raman experiments. In particular, a reliable characterization of the atomic structure of single-wall
carbon nanotubes produced under various conditions is mainly based on the interpretation of low-frequency
(100–300 cm21) Raman spectra. In the present work, we analyze the influence of the packing of the tubes on
these low-frequency modes. We find that the low-frequency spectra of crystals of single-wall carbon nanotubes
present two intense Raman modes instead of a single fully symmetricA1g mode characteristic of isolated tubes.
The second mode has a non-negligible intensity for crystals formed with nanotubes of radii larger than 7 Å.
For finite number of tubes in a bundle, two breathinglike intense modes appear as a specific signature. Finally,
our simulation for inhomogenous bundles made of a large number of tubes does not reveal any specific
signature of the individual tubes in the low-frequency Raman spectra.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production of bulk quantities of single-wall carbo
nanotubes~SWNTs! is now routinely achieved by differen
methods~Ref. 1!. However, the growth mechanism itself
still not well understood or controlled. This means that,
the time being, a specific nanotube~with definite diameter
and/or chirality! cannot be produced or selected at will. Fu
thermore, the development of reliable, fast, and accu
characterization tools is still a major point of study. In pa
ticular, high-resolution transmission electron microscope
electron diffraction give semilocal quantitative informatio
on tube atomic structures averaged on one bundle;2 global
x-ray and neutron diffraction allow a determination of t
mean hexagonal packing parameter of a macroscopic SW
sample;3 and local scanning tunneling microscopy-scann
tunneling spectroscopy lead to a precise determination of
wrapping indices of SWNT~Refs. 4 and 5! but cannot be
considered as routine experiments to control sam
production.

One of the most widespread techniques for the analysi
carbon nanotubes is undeniably Raman spectroscopy.6,7 Be-
side the modes that have a direct counterpart in graphite~the
C-C stretching! at high frequency (1550–1600 cm21), the
low-frequency modes (100–300 cm21) appear to be char
acteristic of closed-shell carbon compounds. One of th
the totally symmetricA1g mode, also called the radial breat
ing mode~BM or RBM!, has been the object of many e
perimental and theoretical studies because of its h
excitation cross section and resonant behavior. The
theoretical investigations within a force-constant appro
have led to a linear dependence of the frequency of
breathing mode with the inverse tube radiusr, v5C/r with
0163-1829/2001/64~20!/205403~10!/$20.00 64 2054
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C51170 cm21 Å ~Ref. 8! or C51147 cm21 Å ~Ref. 9!.
This conclusion has been revisited by means of methods
account for the rehybridization of the C-C bond during t
vibration and a slight chirality dependence has been dedu
@C(n,n)51180 cm21 Å and C(n,0)51160 cm21 Å by ab ini-
tio local-density approximation in the density-function
theory10,11 and C(n,n)51301 cm21 Å and C(n,0)
51282 cm21 Å by a nonorthogonal tight-binding~TB!
approach12#.

However, the direct comparison of these values to exp
mental data remains problematic due to the followi
reasons:

~i! The Raman scattering from carbon nanotubes is a re
nant process due to the coincidence of the incident laser
quency and the electronic van Hove singularity transitions
combined experimental and simulation analysis of these
fects for the BM of an ensemble of tubes has been rece
proposed.13

~ii ! SWNTs turn out to be most often packed into hexag
nal microcrystals of several tens of individuals. The effe
of intertube interactions on BM have then to be carefu
worked out before a comparison to experimental res
could be made properly.

Infinite crystals of nanotubes have been considered in
tight-binding–Lennard-Jones~LJ! model by several authors
Venkateswaranet al.14 found a 8% upshift of the~9,9!- ~we
use the Hamada indices15 throughout this paper! tube BM
when bundled; Kahn and Lu16 reported a 6% increase for
~10,10!-tube bundle. In a more exhaustive data set,
found12 a 10% (11%) upshift for~9,9! @~10,10!# bundles and
that this shift ranges from 5% for tubes withr 53.45 Å to
15% for r 58.21 Å. The differences between these resu
stem from different parametrization for the tight-bindin
model and Lennard-Jones potential and, in the case of
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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16, by the fact that the system was not relaxed to its m
mum of potential. More fundamentally, the imposed rad
motion of C atoms~Ref. 12! leads to an overestimation o
the packing effect as discussed in Sec. IV A. On the exp
mental side, Katauraet al.17 succeeded to pass round the fa
that macroscopic quantities of isolated SWNTs are not av
able by using bromine-doped nanotubes and found a
increase of BM frequency when tubes are bundled. Furt
more, recent surface-enhanced-Raman-spectroscopy~SERS!
on nanotubes deposited on metallic substrate18–22 or nano-
tubes in contact with silver colloidal cluster23 opened
the possibility to study individual clusters made of a fe
nanotubes.

In the present paper, we investigate the role of nanot
packing by the following.

~i! Using a continuum approach of the LJ pair potential
investigate the intertube modes at frequencies lower t
100 cm21 for finite and infinite bundles. These modes ha
been proposed to play an important role in the tempera
dependence of the bundle specific heat.24,25

~ii ! Considering the low-frequency Raman active mod
of isolated and bundled tubes. We found that tubes la
than~10,10! are rather deformable and can no longer be c
sidered as rigid tubes. We have analyzed the influence of
possibility of deformation on the intensities of modes th
derive from the BM of isolated SWNT. We conclude that t
breathinglike mode deviates from the pure radial pattern
large radii and that this effect becomes significant for tu
radii larger than 7 Å. Moreover, for infinite bundles, a se
ond mode with predominant breathinglike character appe
at higher frequency@197 cm21 for (12,12) bundle#.

~iii ! Bundles made of a finite number of tubes are cons
ered. The cross-sectional size of the bundles depends o
experimental methods and conditions and are far from be
regular in one production batch. We have then considere
prime interest to investigate the transition from the isolat
tube case to the infinite crystals. For bundles made of tu
with r ,6 Å, the tubes could be considered as rigid brea
ing entities and the in-phase breathing mode dominates
Raman spectrum. The frequency of this main peak conve
to the frequency of infinite bundles for bundles of 20 tub
For larger tubes, the deformability of the tubes leads to
emergence of supplementary low-frequency modes. In S
IV B, we analyze the origin of these modes and the con
quences of their specific signatures on the interpretation
experimental data.

~iv! Finally, we analyze the effect of the inhomogeneity
the bundle. We show that, if for small bundles~made of a
few tubes! the individuality of the BM of each tubes is pre
served, larger bundles~with more than ten tubes! have modes
characteristic of the whole bundle and not of the individua

To obtain these results, we have used different models
the different type of interactions in the nanotube bundl
The intertube potential is modeled by the LJ potential in b
microscopic and continuum forms. The intratube interact
have been considered within a valence force field~VFF!
model for microscopic calculation on small systems~model
II !. The Raman intensity is then computed within the bon
polarization approximation. For larger systems, the tubes
20540
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considered as rigid cylinders that are only allowed
breathe. In that case, the Raman intensity is computed in
adapted interacting-dipoles scheme, which will be repor
in the next section~model I!.

The paper is organized as follow. The theoretical meth
are introduced in Sec. II. The results on intertube modes
presented in Sec. III. Section IV A deals with isolated tub
and infinite bundles and, in Secs. IV B and IV C, we consid
homogeneous and inhomogeneous finite bundles. Con
sions end the paper~Sec. V!.

II. MODEL FOR SIMULATION

A. Macroscopic model„model I…

1. Intertube interaction

We first study vibrational modes by considering the nan
tubes as continuous rigid cylinders characterized by a sur
mass densitys as in Ref. 12. The intertube van der Waa
interactions are described by a LJ pair potential,Vc2c5
2C6 /d61C12/d12, where d is the distance between tw
points on different tubes andC6 andC12 are constants fitted
to reproduce the structural properties of graphite~Ref. 26!.
The potentialVcT felt at a point of one of the tubes situate
at a distancea from the axis of the second tube of radiusR is
given by (a.R)

VcT~a!5
3

4
pRsH C6

a5
F@5/2,5/2,1,~R/a!2#

1
21C12

32a11
F@11/2,11/2,1,~R/a!2#J , ~1!

whereF is the hypergeometric function.27 The intertube in-
teraction energy per unit length between two tubes,VTT , is
obtained by numerical integration ofVcT over the surface of
the first tube.

The equilibrium distance between tubes in a bundle
obtained by minimization ofVTT with respect to the tube
center coordinates. The dynamical matrix is calculated
numerical differentiation ofVTT and the intertube vibrationa
modes are next deduced from the diagonalization of the
namical matrix.

2. Rigid breathing tubes

In this model, we consider the tubes as continuous cy
ders that are allowed to perform rigid breathing and displa
ment. We then have three degrees of freedom per tubeb i
( i 51, . . . ,3N), b i stands for both the tube radiir i ( i
51, . . . ,N) and the tube centers coordinates in thez50
plane, (xi ,yi) ( i 51, . . . ,N) (N being the number of tubes in
the bundle!. The tube axis are assumed to be parallel to
oz axis. The interaction potential reads

V5Vintra~r i !1VTT~xi ,yi ,r i !, ~2!

whereVTT is described in Sec. II A. The dynamical matr
elements follow fromDi j 5F i j /Amimj and
3-2
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INFLUENCE OF PACKING ON THE VIBRATIONAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 205403
F i j 5
]2V

]b i]b j
5

]2Vintra

]b i]b j
1

]2VTT

]b i]b j
~3!

and

]2Vintra

]r i]r j
5kintra

i d i j . ~4!

For the sake of simplicity and reducing the computi
time and in contrast to Ref. 12, we computekintra

i from the
empirical formula based on the VFF approach9 where the
frequencyv (n,m) of the BM has been found to depend on t
tube radius andv (n,m) (cm21)51147/r (n,m) (Å), where
r (n,m) is the radius of the (n,m) nanotube.kintra

i follows
from v5Akintra

i /m(n,m), wherem(n,m) is the mass per uni
length of a (n,m) tube.

Since we consider three degrees of freedom per nanot
a bundle made ofN nanotubes admits 3N eigenmodes tha
are evaluated by the diagonalization of the dynamical mat
The 3N modes can be separated into 2N intertube modes
that appear whenb i5xi ,yi are considered~andb i5r i being
fixed! andN radial-derived modes that appear whenb i5r i is
considered (b i5xi ,yi being fixed!. We checked numerically
that such decoupling leads to an error smaller than 1%
the intertube modes and smaller than 0.1% for the rad
derived modes. In the numerical application, we then
couple the 3N33N system into one 2N32N and oneN
3N eigenvalue problem.

Next, we estimate the Raman intensityI qi
for the 3N

modes characterized by the eigenvectorsqi ,i 51, . . . ,3N by

I qi
;U K ]a

]qi
L U2

. ~5!

The polarizabilitya of the ensemble ofN tubes is ap-
proximated from the polarizability per unit length of an e
semble of interacting linear density of dipoles, represent
the ensemble of tubes.

Indeed, it was established28 that the static transverse po
larizability per unit length of a nanotube scales like t
square of its radius, independent of its chirality and that
static polarizability per angstrom of a (10,10) tube
32.71 Å. For the ensemble of interacting tubes, the to
field, Ei at positionr i(xi ,yi) is given by (Eext denotes the
external field!

Ei5Eext1 (
j Þ i 51

N

T8~r i2r j ! pj . ~6!

In Eq. ~6!, pi5ai Ei andT8(r i2r j ) result from the integra-
tion over z of the usual dipolar propagatorT(r i2r j ). Then
(r i j

2 5xi j
2 1yi j

2 , xi j 5xi2xj , yi j 5yi2yj !

Ti j
xx 85

2~xi j
2 2yi j

2 !

r i j
2

, ~7!
20540
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xy 85

4 xi j yi j

3 r i j
4

, ~8!

Ti j
yy 85

2 ~yi j
2 2xi j

2 !

r i j
4

~9!

for iÞ j , and for i 5 j , (zk,l5x,y)

Ti j
zkzl 850. ~10!

The 232 polarizability tensor of the bundle is then

a5(
iÞ j

@„12N^ 2N2G T8!21 G] i j Eext , ~11!

whereG is a 2N32N block-diagonal tensor built with theN
‘‘atomic’’ polarizability 232 tensora i , T8 is a 2N32N
tensor built with the 232 matricesTi j8 and 12N^ 2N is the
2N32N unit tensor. The sum runs over theN2 232 blocks
of the tensor between@ #.

From Eq.~11!, the variation of the static polarizability du
to a given normal mode can be computed and the Ram
intensity then follows from Eq.~5!.

B. Microscopic model valence force field and bond
polarization „model II …

Model II is a microscopic model where the carbon-carb
interactions are described by a VFF model with parame
for the following types of interaction: nearest-neighb
stretch, second nearest-neighbor stretch, in-plane bend,
of-plane bend, and twist. The VFF parameters are dedu
from a fit of experimental data of graphite29 and have been
used in several studies of the lattice dynamics
SWNTs.9,30,31It has been verified that the chosen set of V
parameters reproduce well the elastic properties of SWNT31

The interactions between carbon atoms belonging to
ferent tubes are described by a LJ potential. Due to the l
of reliable structural data, it is assumed that for the equi
rium state all carbon bonds are equal to 1.42 Å, all bo
angles are equal to each other and the tubes have circ
cross sections. The latter assumption implies, in particu
that the effect of the intertube interactions on the equilibriu
tube shape is ignored.

In the case of infinite crystals of (n,m) tubes, the crystal
is three dimensional with a unit cell containingNt carbon
atoms@Nt52(n21m21nm)/d, whered is equal to the high-
est common divisord8 of n andm if n2m is not a multiple
of 3 or d is equal to 3d8 if n2m is a multiple of 3d8#. For a
finite bundle ofN tubes, the crystal is one-dimensional wi
NNt atoms in the unit cell. In the microscopic approach, t
intertube interaction energy is minimized with respect to
intertube separation and the angle of simultaneous rotatio
all tubes about their axes. The optimized intertube sep
tions are roughly equal to 3.15 Å.

The dynamical matrix is constructed using force consta
of the VFF type for the intratube interactions and force co
stants deduced from the LJ potential for the intertube in
3-3
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actions. Theg-point phonons for a given bundle are obtain
by diagonalization of the 3Nt33Nt or the 3NNt33NNt dy-
namical matrix for the case of an infinite or finite bund
respectively. Since this procedure is proportional to the c
of the size of the matrix, it can only be applied to tubes
certain types with smallNt ~e.g., armchair or zigzag! and for
bundles with smallN.

The Raman spectra are calculated within the bond po
izability ~BP! model.33 In all cases the Raman intensity
averaged over all tube orientations in space.

III. INTERTUBE MODES

First, we deal with the pure intertube vibrational mod
obtained from model I. For a finite numberN of tubes, the
dynamical matrix was computed from the second deriva
of the van der Waals energy with respect to the tube-ce
positions and, then, diagonalized to obtain the 2N eigen-
modes~including two translational modes and one rotation
mode of zero frequency!. In Fig. 1, the total intertube densit
of vibrational states~DOS! is presented for 2–139 tubes in
hexagonal bundle (C6v point group with one central tube fo
N56i 11). The tube radii are chosen to be 6.8 Å, identic
for all tubes. The 2N23 finite eigen-frequencies are pre
sented as spectra in Fig. 1 with a 3 cm21 broadening used to
the compare to the inelastic-neutron experiment or Brillou
scattering data when available. Amongst the vibratio
modes, we foundi A1 and 2i E2 Raman active modes and 2i
E1 infrared active modes.

The frequencies of the 2N23 optical modes were calcu
lated and presented in Fig. 1 of Ref. 12. It is interesting
mention that forN52 the only optical intertube mode is
symmetric one. For larger number of tubes, the mode st
ture becomes more complex but leads to a DOS for infin
array of NTs characterized by three singularities~top curve
in Fig. 1!. The analysis of the dispersion curves@Fig. 2~a!#
gives 1435 m/s (vLA) and 831 m/s (vTA) as sound veloci-
ties at theG point associated with the intertube branches

We also report in Fig. 2~b! the total DOS of an infinite
bundle of nanotubes withr 53.39 Å @~5,5! nanotube# and
r 510.17 Å @~15,15! nanotube# together with the curve as

FIG. 1. Intertube vibrational density of states calculated
model I ~rigid tubes! for bundles of N tubes (N
52,7,19,31,55,139) withr 56.8 Å. The top curve is for an infinite
hexagonal array of nanotubes.
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sociated withr 56.8 Å ~same as the top curve in Fig. 1!. As
a consequence of the potential described in Eq.~1!, the vi-
brational frequencies increase with decreasing tube radii
the general shape of the DOS~and the dispersion curves!
does not change. The sound velocities are 1024 m/s
591 m/s for r 53.39 Å and 1814 m/s and 1048 m/s fo
r 510.17 Å.

In the present calculation, we have considered a ma
scopic continuum model~model I!, i.e., the tubes are allowe
to have a breathing motion but not to be deformed. We w
see in the next section that this rigid model for the tu
breaks down for tube larger than (10,10) because the mix
of intratube and intertube modes. For example, theE2g
~squashing! mode of the isolated (10,10) tube has a fr
quency in the range of frequencies of the intertube vib
tions. A shift from 16 cm21 to 41 cm21 has been predicted
when bundled.16 Another atomic motion that would coupl
with the intertube mode is the ‘‘twiston’’ mode.34 We note
that the Lennard-Jones potential does not give a good
scription of the shear forces between graphene sheets
then, would not give a satisfactory description of the mod
that imply the related motion of the carbon atoms in nan
tube bundles~as for the ‘‘twiston’’ mode!. The detailed inter-
pretation of the specific-heat curves as a function of
temperature24,25 would then imply further analysis of the in
tertube modes within a microscopic model and is beyond
scope of the present paper.

FIG. 2. ~a! Dispersion curve of the intertube modes obtain
within model I ~rigid tubes!. ~b! Density of vibrational states for an
infinite crystal of nanotubes forr 56.8 Å ~solid line!, r 53.39 Å
~dotted line!, andr 510.15 Å ~dotted-dashed line!.
3-4
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IV. BREATHINGLIKE MODES IN BUNDLE

A. Infinite bundle

Before dealing with a finite bundle of nanotubes, we d
scribe here the predictions of the two models presen
above for infinite periodic bundles of tubes. In model II, t
low-frequency Raman spectrum of isolated tube is do
nated by three active modes: aE1g , a A1g , and aE2g mode.
The A1g phonon is the BM and is the most active mode.
diameter dependence9,33 and the packing effect12,14,16 have
already been reported. Recently,32 we have found a strong
effect of the intertube interaction of the BM and, in partic
lar, that, due to the lowering of the symmetry, two hybr
modes@BM~1! and BM~2!, Fig. 3# with nonvanishing inten-
sities appear when tubes bundle. For small nanotube d
eter only BM~1! has an important intensity and this mode
associated with a nearly pure breathinglike eigenvector. T
BM~1! mode is the mode that has been reported in previ
studies.12,14,16For tube radii larger than 0.7 nm, the eige
vector of BM~1! shows a clear hexagonal deformation due
the intertube interactions. As a consequence the upshi
BM~1! becomes less important and, even forr .1 nm, the
BM~1! mode has a frequency lower that the BM frequency
isolated tube. At the same time, the higher-frequency m
BM~2! becomes more and more intense. Further details
given in Ref. 32.

In Fig. 3~a!, we display the diameter dependence of t
pure radial modes of isolated tubes~open symbols! and the
associated modes of bundles with a radial character@BM~1!
and BM~2!# ~solid symbols!. The dotted line gives the fre
quency of the radial mode of a bundle of tubes when the
der Waals interaction is considered within model I~with a
forced pure radial mode!. We see that the forced radial mod
gives representative results forr ,6 Å only. This is ana
posteriori justification of the frozen-phonon approach f
small tubes.12 In particular, the upward shift of BM~1! rela-
tive to the BM mode,Dv, is constant (15 cm21) for r
,6.5 Å. The same conclusion has been found in Ref.
(Dv520 cm21) and Ref. 7 (Dv512 cm21). For larger
radii, the tube elasticity lowers the restoring force for t
breathinglike modes and a sharp decrease ofDv is observed.
We note that the radii range of constantDv corresponds to
the radii range for which model I~rigid tubes! remains valid.

In a recent review paper,7 the breathinglike modes in in
finite bundles have been reported for tube radii below 9.5
The authors use a tight-binding model for the intratube in
actions and a LJ potential for the intertube interactions. T
breathinglike modes~calledb andg) were also predicted. I
was found that the frequencies of the most intense m
converge with increasing radii to the frequency of BM
isolated tubes but with no crossing below 9.5 Å. Howev
extrapolating their result, such a crossing is likely to ta
place close to 9.5 Å. Furthermore, in Ref. 7, the relat
intensities of the breathinglike modes were calculated
projection of their eigenvectors onto that of BM. The resu
for relative intensities are in fair agreement with the pred
tion of model II ~Ref. 32!.

The frequency dependence of the BM is commonly
scribed by the formulav(cm21)5C/r a (Å). In the case of
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isolated tubes, model II has givenC51147 Å/cm21 and
a51.001 81~the least-square fit givesx250.04) ~Ref. 9!.
For the BM~1! and BM~2! of a bundle of nanotubes, th
predictions of model II did not allow a satisfactory fitting
for BM~1!, we obtainedC51613 Å/cm21 and a51.16
(x2521) @see Fig. 3~b!, dashed line# but the fitted curve
overestimates the data forr ,5 Å andr .12 Å and under-
estimates them for 7 Å,r ,9 Å. When two separated rad
ranges are considered, a better fit is found:C
51179 Å/cm21 and a50.99 for 4.5,r (Å) ,8.5 Å (x2

52.45) and an excellent fit forC52536 Å/cm21 and a

FIG. 3. ~a! Summary of the calculated breathing-mode freque
cies of isolated tubes and infinite arrays of nanotubes as a func
of the tube radius. Results from model II: isolated nanotubes~BM!
~open circles! , bundles of nanotubes BM~1!/BM~2! ~Solid circles/
squares!. The dotted line is the result of the model I~rigid tubes! for
infinite bundles of tubes. Inset: frequency shift of the main Ram
peak when nanotubes are bundledDv5v„BM(1)…2v(BM). ~b!
Illustration of the fitting procedure. Solid circles: simulated fr
quencies for BM~1!. Solid curve: Separated fit for 4.5,r (Å)
,8.5 Å and 8.5,r (Å) ,17 Å ~see text!. Dashed line: Best fit for
4.5,r (Å) ,17 Å ~see text!. Dotted line: Fitting curve of Rols
et al. ~Ref. 35!.
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51.35 for 8.5,r (Å) ,17 Å (x250.08) ~see Fig. 3~b!,
solid line#. Rols et al. found35 a value of C
51190 Å/cm21 and a50.93 for a bundle of tubes with
radii between 3.5 Å and 12.5 Å)@see Fig. 3~b!, dotted
line#.

For BM~2!, the fit with one single power law was als
unsatisfactory. Dividing the radii range into two parts yiel
C53218 Å/cm21 anda51.33 for 4.5,r (Å) ,8.5 Å (x2

52.52) and C5988 Å/cm21 and a50.78 for 8.5,r
,17 Å (x252.03). These numbers have no physical me
ing but come out from a fitting procedure and could be u
when comparing these results with experimental data. H
ever, the fact that we found two regimes with a crossove
8.5 Å has to be related to the deformation of the tube t
becomes important above this value.

B. Finite homogeneous bundles

We now turn to the study of finite bundles of identic
tubes called ‘‘homogeneous bundles.’’ Figure 4 presents
calculated Raman intensity of a dimer of armchair (n,n)
tubes (n56,9,10,12,14,16, and 18) obtained by model
The major peaks are denoted by~1!–~5!. In the same figure
the stars indicate the position of the BM modes of isola
tubes and the solid down triangles indicate the frequencie
the in-phase breathing mode in model I. Here, we recall t
in the model I, the number of modes of a bundle made oN
tubes isN. For a two-tube bundle, the modes are charac
ized by a pure in-phase and a pure out-of-phase breath
The later mode has no Raman activity and lies very clos
the energy of the isolated-tube mode because of the
small tube-tube interaction for such atomic motion. The
phase mode is upshifted as described in Fig. 4.

The atomic displacements for two high-intensity mod
for some of the dimers are shown in Fig. 5. For the sm
(6,6) tubes, the most intense mode of the dimer@280 cm21,
mode ~2!# is characterized by an almost radial atomic d
placement for each tubes. As a consequence, the two mo
give similar results (279.4 cm21 in model I and 280 cm21

in model II!. For the other mode with frequency o

FIG. 4. Calculated Raman spectra of dimer of (n,n) tubes (n
56,9,10,12,14,16,18) in the energy range of the breathing mo
obtained by model II. The stars give the position of the BM
isolated tubes. The down triangles are the position of the Ra
active mode within model I. The labels~1!–~5! refer to the different
modes with different symmetries~see text!.
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265 cm21 @mode~1!#, the vibration pattern is close to that o
a E4 mode of isolated (6,6) tubes.

For larger tubes, the fact that the tubes are easier to
form leads to a more important hybridization between
BM and the En modes of isolated tubes. For dimers
(10,10) tubes, the atomic displacement for modes~3! and~4!
~Fig. 5! are found to be nearly the same, apart from a rotat
about the axis of the tube~Fig. 6!. This reveals a strong
mixing between the BM and theE5 modes of the isolated
tubes when they are brought together to form a dim

es

n
FIG. 5. Atomic-displacement patterns for the two major brea

inglike modes of dimers of (6,6), (10,10), and (16,16) nanotub

FIG. 6. Summary of the frequencies of the main breathingl
modes of isolated tubes and dimer of armchair and zigzag tu
obtained in model II. The labels~1!,~2!, . . .~5! refer to Raman peak
of Fig. 4. The open circles are for isolated tubes. The dashed
gives the position of the in-phase breathing mode within mode
The inset presents the intensities of the most intense modes.
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Dimers of tubes (16,16) show two intense modes@~3! and
~4!# with very similar intensities~Fig. 5! that originate from
a coupling between the BM and theE6 modes.

We display the main information on radius dependence
Raman spectra of dimer of all armchair and zigzag tu
with 4 Å,R,13 Å in Fig. 6. The main panel gives th
frequencies of all the modes with notable intensities. T
open circles are for isolated tubes and are shown for c
parison. The dashed line gives the positions of the in-ph
breathing mode within macroscopic model I. The inset
sumes the intensities of the selected modes obtained by
bond-polarization approach. It is worth emphasizing that
radii close to 7 Å~that are most often met in experiment
samples!, there exists two breathinglike modes of comp
rable Raman intensities with a frequency separation
10 cm21. This separation is large enough to be observed
separate peaks in experimental spectra.

The transition from isolated tubes or dimers of tubes
the case of infinite bundles is shown in Fig. 7 for (6,6)-tub
based bundles and in Fig. 8 for (10,10)-tube-based bun
for both macroscopic model I~dotted curve! and microscopic
model II ~solid curve!. The rigid character of (6,6) tube
leads to a similar behavior of the in-phase~high-energy!
breathing mode computed in both approaches. We note
the convergence to the infinite-tube case is already very g
at N520 and almost achieved atN531.

The (10,10)-tube case is rather different. First, as alre
mentioned, the infinite bundle BM~1! is not at the same en

FIG. 7. Low-frequency Raman spectra of finite size~6,6!
bundles in model I~dotted line! and in microscopic model II~solid
lines! as a function of the number of tubes in the bundle.

FIG. 8. Same is Fig. 7 but for bundle ofN tubes (10,10).
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ergy when computed in different approaches. Due to the
formability of the tubes, the intertube interactions are effe
tively damped at relatively short distances. Therefore,
convergence of the breathinglike mode frequency is fa
within model II. Note that mode~2! has a nearly constan
frequency and is observable for bundle up to 12 tub
Therefore this mode is not only specific to a dimer of tub
but also to finite bundles in this diameter range.

We have also studied larger tube bundles. In particular,
checked that the BM~2! mode observed for infinite bundle
~Sec. IV A! is negligible for theN,10 bundle and therefore
it is a specific signature of bigger nanotube crystals.

C. Inhomogeneous bundles

Previously, we have studied the vibrational structure
bundle of identical tubes. But the present production te
niques could lead to the formation of bundles constituted
tubes of similar but not identical diameters. We analyze
this section the role of tube-radii inhomogeneity in t
bundle.

We start with a dimer made of a~9,9! and a~10,10! tube.
Figure 9 shows the obtained spectra within model I~dotted
curve! and model II~solid curve!. From the analysis of the
eigenvectors, we concluded that the lower-frequency pai
the peaks is mainly related to a vibration of the~10,10! tube
and that the higher-frequency pair of peaks can be assoc
to a vibration of the~9,9! tube. Model I~rigid tubes! gives
only two modes but catches the essential features, i.e.,
separation between the two~groups of! modes. The major
peaks in both bands are very close to the vibrational
quency of the isolated tube@188 cm21 for ~9,9! tube and
169 cm21 for ~10,10! tubes#. This demonstrates that in suc
a case~small bundle made of tubes with rather different v
brational frequencies when isolated! the experimental spectr
would allow one to evidence the individual component of t
bundle even if the modes are split due to the lower symme
of the environment.

Due to computational limitations, the breathinglike mod
of larger inhomogeneous bundles are only studied h
within model I. We have considered bundles consisting o
central tube with layers of six tubes around it. All tubes ha
the same radii (r A56.8 Å, typeA) except one~typeB) that

FIG. 9. Calculated Raman spectra of a dimer of~9,9!-~10,10!
tubes. The model II results are represented by solid lines. Do
line is obtained within model I.
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can occupy a central position~radius r c) or an off-central
position ~radius r m). In Fig. 10, we present the calculate
Raman spectra for different number of tubesN and different
radii and positions of the type-B tube.

For N57 tube bundle andr c56.1 Å, two modes
(194.8 cm21 and 180.0 cm21) have an observable Rama
activity ~Fig. 10!. The mode at 194.8 cm21 is characterized
by the central type-B (r c56.1 Å) tube breathing and th
mode at 180.0 cm21 is characterized by a predominant pa
ticipation of the six external tubes~together with a counter
phase vibration of the central tubeB). In other words, in
such cases the eigenvectors are dominated by the excit
of one type of tubes and this explains the two distinct pe
with similar intensities. Note also that the isolatedr
56.1 Å tube has a BM at 188 cm21 and the isolatedr
56.8 Å tube has a BM at 168 cm21.

For N513 tube bundles andr c56.1 Å, the four most
intense modes are at 194.6 cm21 @mode ~1!#, 186.2 cm21

@mode ~2!#, 184 cm21 @mode ~3!#, and 171 cm21 @mode
~4!#. Mode~1! involves a breathing of the central tubeB with
small in-phase motion of the first surrounding layer of s
tubes. Modes~2! and ~3! form a single peak and involve
mainly a breathing of the first and second layers~type-A
tubes! and a counterphase breathing of the central small t
B. Mode~4! is characterized by an counterphase breathing
the first and second layers and a nonbreathing of the ce
B tube.

For a N519 bundle tubes (r A56.8 Å andr c56.1 Å),
we obtained a spectrum very similar to that of a homo
neous bundle ~Fig. 10!. The high-frequency mode a
190.0 cm21 corresponds to a breathinglike mode with
in-phase vibration of tubeA and a counterphase vibration o
type B. And there is no clear spectral signature of the t
tube types. We have also performed simulations for vari
values ofr c andr m ~Fig. 10!. The general conclusion is tha
for r c,r A the main line is not influenced significantly by th
central type-B nanotube. Forr c.r A , the main line is slightly
shifted upwards and the corresponding eigenvector re
sents an in-phase motion of bothA andB tubes. In the case
of an off-centerB tube, the symmetry of the bundle is low
ered and all the 19 breathinglike modes are active. Howe

FIG. 10. Raman spectra of inhomogeneous finite bundles wi
the model I.N is the number of tube in the bundle~a central nano-
tube surrounded by shells of six tubes is assumed!. r c (r m) are the
diameter of central~off-center! type-B nanotubes. Type-A nano-
tubes have a radiusr 56.8 Å.
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the main line remains associated with the mode with
phase breathing of all the tubes.

Calculation of Raman spectra of larger bundles were a
performed. In Fig. 11, we present the spectrum for a bun
of 55 tubes of radiir 56.8 Å in comparison with the spec
trum with introduced ‘‘disorder’’ in the radii, i.e., we hav
chosen tubes with ten different radii within 0.1 Å aroundr
56.8 Å. The procedure for the construction of the bundle
the same as described in Ref. 2 where a bundle of 55 tu
with random chirality was chosen to simulate the electr
diffraction from an individual bundle of tubes. The main e
fect of the disorder is a shift and a small broadening of
main radial-mode line. It is worth noting here that there is
more symmetry in the bundle and consequently all the
modes are active. It is important also to note that BM f
quency spreading of isolated tubes with radii ranging fro
6.7 Å to 6.9 Å is larger than 5 cm21. The broadening we
obtained in the present simulation is much smaller and, th
we conclude that the Raman spectra of such ‘‘disorder
bundles cannot be considered as a superposition of the
natures of the 55 individual tubes. We think that such a c
clusion will remain valid in a microscopic model~model II!.
Moreover, the possibility of the deformation of the section
the tubes will accentuate the coupling between tubes of
ferent radii and chiralities.

V. DISCUSSION

The only experimental evidence of a change of the B
frequency when nanotubes are bundled is the small s
(4%) obtained by Katauraet al.17 when comparing Raman
spectra of Br-doped and -undoped nanotube samples. If
firmed, this would imply a more important deformability o
the tube than predicted here or a less important van
Waals interaction.

However, the most direct verification of the present c
culations would be the observation of the additional brea
inglike BM~2! mode for large bundles or the observation
the hybrid breathinglike modes in the case of small bund
Since most of the production methods give bundles mad
a large number of tubes, the observation of BM~2! is
expected.

in FIG. 11. Raman spectra of 55 tubes bundle within the ri
model~model I!. The solid line is for an homogeneous bundle wi
r 56.8 Å. The dotted line is for a 55-tube bundle with tube radii
the interval 6.7 Å,r ,6.8 Å.
3-8
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The most direct experimental evidence of the BM~2!
mode is found in the work of Tanet al.36 where two lines are
observed that correspond almost perfectly to the predic
@BM~1!,BM~2!# frequencies: (157,215) cm21 @Fig. 1~a! of
Ref. 36# and (189,254) cm21 @Fig. 1~b! of Ref. 36#. In this
work, we found~Fig. 3! (159,214) cm21 for r 57.6 Å and
(187,260) cm21 for r 56.5 Å for @BM~1!,BM~2!#. A criti-
cal analysis of other published data has been presente
Ref. 32. However, we point out that our result allows
explanation in terms of resonant Raman data that have b
previously analyzed in terms of nonresonant lines.

A very recent experimental study has been reported
Azoulay et al.22 They obtained low-frequency-range spec
of a single object deposited on silver substrate in a ba
scattering geometry with a confocal microscope. Their sp
tra show two intense peaks at 205 cm21 and 332 cm21

when both incident and scattered light are parallel to the t
axis ~VV polarization! and one mode at 147 cm21 when
scattered light in perpendicular to the tube axis~VH polar-
ization!. The larger separation of the peaks excludes the p
ence of small bundles for which a specific signature has b
predicted. Since both lines at 205 cm21 and 332 cm21 are
observed in the same polarization and because BM~1! and
BM~2! have similar eigenvectors, we assigned these
lines to the BM~1! and BM~2! modes that are predicted a
207 cm21 and 299 cm21 for r 55.9 Å. The numerical cor-
respondence is not so good and the intensity of the BM~2!
mode for such a small tube is predicted to be very small.
the alternative explanation proposed in Ref. 22 involves
E2 mode, predicted at 415 cm21. The influence of interac-
tion with the substrate could be part of the explanation
the present discrepancies.

Duesberget al. have reported spectra from individu
clusters in Refs. 18~SERS on metal substrate! and 19~glass
substrate!. Scanning electron microscopy and atomic for
microscopy images allowed them to postulate that they s
ied individual SWNT or small clusters~3–5 nanotubes!. In
Ref. 18, they observed bands at 166, 191, and 196 cm21

~Fig. 2 of Ref. 18! and 165 cm21 ~Fig. 3 of Ref. 18!. From
our simulation on finite bundles~Figs. 4 and 5!, we expected
double peaks for breathinglike modes around 160 cm21 (r
57 Å) and one dominant peak for breathinglike mod
around 190 cm21 (r 56 Å). So, without additional experi
mental results~better local-probe characterization or oth
laser wavelengths for the Raman experiment!, it is difficult
to conclude on this experiment. The authors of Ref. 19
served one single Raman line around 190 cm21, which is
what is expected for isolated tubes withr 55.7 Å. Note,
however, that the width of the experimental Raman lines
very large and that a multipeak structure could give a refi
measurement.

In Raman measurements of nanotube samples u
pressure,14,37 the deformation~faceting! is expected to play a
major role. However, no evidence of the BM~2! mode has
been reported. We also note that an hexagonal deforma
of large tubes has been observed without any app
pressure.38

Concluding this section, we emphasize that the app
ance of the BM~2! mode in big bundles is supported b
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several experimental data and, moreover, could circumv
the analysis of the Raman spectra in terms of off-reson
excitations. For what concerns individual small bundles, f
ther experimental and adapted theoretical work is neede
achieve a satisfactory correspondence. Experimental w
with different laser frequencies would certainly give info
mation about the number of tubes in the probed bundles
the analysis of resonant Raman spectra of a bundle of tu
remains a theoretical challenge.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented detailed Raman-spe
simulations for finite and infinite bundles of SWNT in th
frequency range associated with the breathing mode of
lated tubes (100–300 cm21). We have emphasized the con
sequences of the intertube coupling on these modes. Fo
finite bundles, we have predicted the presence of a sec
mode of breathing character@called BM~2!# for r .7 Å as a
consequence of the hybridization between the BM and aEn
mode of isolated tubes~see also Ref. 32!. The frequency of
BM~1! has an upward shift of 15 cm21 for small radii, di-
minishes to zero forr 510 Å, and has a downward shift fo
larger radii.

With the tube dimers, we analyzed the consequence
the coupling of the BM mode with the En (n.2) mode of
isolated tubes. This leads to modes with mixed character
to the observation of two peaks in the low-frequency Ram
spectra for tube with radius around 6.8 Å such as exp
mentally produced. We predicted that bundles constituted
larger number of tubes~up to ten! are still characterized by
this specific signature.

Finally, we considered a simulation of inhomogeneo
bundles~bundles made of tubes with nonuniform radii!. We
showed that large bundles made of a distribution of tube r
with small variance reacting like a system of oscillators a
global modes are observed. Signature of individual tube
only possible for small bundles with very different tube rad
As it has been shown experimentally2,39 that individual
bundles are made of tubes with very similar radii, the ana
sis of breathing modes of nanotube crystals are not goin
be able to resolve individual tube features and would exh
the response of the entire nanocrystal. Then, each individ
bundle has to be analyzed as a specific case.
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